
This slide show has 59 out of the 184 slides used for an all-day 

workshop at the 2013 UID event. This is the first presentation that I 

have done that has detailed, how-to, support explanations from 338 

youtube video clips that I have produced and posted. If a slide does 

have a “YT” reference, you will see a first number that directs you to 

one of 8 “playlists”. The second number(s) will then be the one or more 

slide numbers for specific clips within that playlist. I suggest you skim 

through this slide show for slides that are most intriguing to you. Then, 

go to the youtube clip that is referenced (on most slides) to find out 4 

minutes of information about that slide. And, you can always feel free 

to be in touch with further questions by emailing me at 

bruce@merrifield.com.  Hope this helps you grow service value that 

earns new, improving profits! 
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If a company can execute on my prescriptions for - “core 

renewal/nichonomics” and “value exchange management” – then the 

typical distribution company will at least double sales and quadruple 

profits. You will need, however, “line-item, net-profit analytics” and all 

of the new insights, plays and skills that are always behind any 

breakthrough change. Fine tuning what you have always been doing in 

a mature, consolidating industry won’t even get you a return on 

investment that you used to be getting. This is just a fact of industry 

life-cycle reality.  
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A “meme” is the smallest indivisible idea that goes from one brain to 

another. Wikipedia it.  

“General good service” needs to be tuned to each target niche of 

customers. Each niche, just for starters is going to have a different one-

stop-shop mix of SKUs. And, you can’t service customers profitably with 

outside sales reps if the account will generate less than $4800 in margin 

per year. Most distributors have too many reps calling on too many small, 

growing nowhere accounts. The cost of the service model exceeds the 

margin dollars in the orders and the relationship, so they are chronic and 

growing losers. These too-small customers must be reassigned to a 

Wholetail Division which has a service model between retail stores and 

wholesale warehouses (think Fastenal stores) that deliver goods with 

trade credit involved.  

5-5-5 refers to key accounts within a niche that are: 1) the historically 5 

most net-profitable accounts; 2) the historically 5 most net-unprofitable 

accounts; and 3) the 5 biggest un-realized target gazelle accounts. 

“Gazelle” is a David Birch term. He observed in the ‘90’s that about 4% 

of the companies in mature industries were growing 2-5X faster than the 

industry growth rate and making premium ROIs due to perpetual 

innovation. If you, therefore, marry a gazelle, they will grow you faster 

than your industry at the expense of their weaker competitors (and your 

alternative customers) which they will eventually put out of business. 
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With line-item, net-profit analytics, you can do whale curves for:  line 

items(above), SKUs, suppliers and customers.  All four whale curves 

will have a tail that ends at the same financial profit total that a 

company had for the past year.  

 

The line-item curve will have the highest internal, peak profit number 

and the customers will have the lowest. Why? Request a demo from 

Waypointanalytics.com. These curves just reveal the static upside 

potential for profit making in your existing business. When you learn 

how to use 4-View Analysis for your bigger winning and losing 

customers, you will then be able to see clever ways to turn lose-lose 

line-item activity into win-win for both partners. Happy customers will 

then give you more account share (unforeseen dynamic upside 

potential for whale curves) which is why sales can double and profits 

quadruple (or more) from curing buy-sell waste opportunities in about 

20% of your active, biggest accounts. 
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“Getting paid for service value” can work IF: 1) you have measurably 

best, guaranteed basic service excellence (which is tuned to the niche 

a customer happens to be in). And, 2) reps have been trained to be 

“10’s” WHO SELL PRODUCT NOT JUST TO BUT MOST SUPPLY-

CHAIN  EFFECTIVELY THROUGH ACCOUNTS.  This improves 

customers profits. With the best total economic deal for customers, 

they have no economic choice, but to give you the largest share of 

their business if not partner you with all of it. Reps can also demand 

“last look” plus at least an extra point for themselves and an extra point 

for the service: the two factors that may be delivering 5-10% reduction 

in “total procurement cost”. Customers will still want a lower price, 

though, so you suggest getting married to reduce both supply chain 

servicing and buying costs.  
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Check out the youtube clips on this concept: VEM. Running your 

business on “sales, margin dollars, and margin %” without any clue of 

cost to serve is relatively dysfunctional in contrast to having net-profit 

information and solutions. The only thing that saves distributors from 

ruin is that most of the other distributors run their businesses on 

financial numbers too. The first guy who learns how to use “line-item, 

net-profit analytics” will capture most of the newly discovered gold 

hiding out in financial averages. 
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All of the terms in YELLOW are covered in the clips on NICHONOMICS. 
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You don’t have to fire losing customers. They are unknowingly buying 

in a way that not only costs the distributor a lot of activity costs, but 

also costs themselves along with expensive downtime, etc. Sharing 

supply chain math with a customer about their specific, detailed losing 

SKU and order activity provides incontrovertible evidence that there is 

a better way for both partners to be doing business. Explained and 

executed well, most big losing customers are so grateful for the 

breakthrough savings and productivity they will give a distributor much 

more, if not all, of the business. They can’t afford not to, that is how 

powerful win-win supply-chain selling/buying is. Why do you think 

Walmart and McDonalds keep eating up all of their competitors? It’s 

due to best supply-chain relationship economics! 
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Many distributors have done some form of “customer profitability 

ranking” reports and then done nothing. The ranking reports are only 

the tip of the iceberg opportunity/solution. To understand the entire 

journey-ware you need, you must watch these slides and then 

benchmark how Waypoint delivers all of this stuff to clients fast, 

affordably and risk-free.  

 

Then, your company can take years to try to knock off what Waypoint 

offers perhaps unsuccessfully and/or very expensively (and never 

catch up as a community of clients continues to push Waypoint 

improvements). Or, you can delay subscribing to Waypoint, because 

you are too busy doing other analytics stuff. Or, you can put Waypoint 

to work in weeks and generate immediate breakthrough free cash-flow 

improvements. 
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Google and wikipedia “whale curves” 

 



A typical distributor whale curve will reveal that 20% of the customers 

yield about 120% of the peak profit; 40% hit max peak of 140-155. But, 

customers buy both profitable and unprofitable SKUs and orders which 

dampens down the peak profit total. SKU’s give a more pure play on 

profitable and unprofitable line-item events, so in the case above about 

33% of the active items generated 500% of the financial profit total. 

And, line-item whale curves are a pure play on all profitable line item 

events. It isn’t uncommon for 25% of the line items to generate 1000% 

of the financial profit.  

 

But, none of this upside profit potential is actionable until we look at 

specific super profitable and unprofitable items and customers through 

multiple analytical lenses. 
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General whale curves reveal the hidden, static (not the dynamic upside 

share of customer wins) profit potential of “net-profit analytics”. But, 

when you look at a customer’s – P&L, SKU profit ranking, invoice profit 

ranking - and add to it your own knowledge of why are the super, small, 

losing orders always for the biggest losing SKU’s? What is the 

customer systematically doing (and why) this is so cost dysfunctional 

for both parties, the AHA’s will happen. The win-win solutions will 

emerge. 
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Biggest losing supplier lines are those suppliers who make lots of bits 

and pieces that can be sold (unfortunately) one piece at a time on one 

line item (or worse emergency rush order invoice with one line item bit) 

at a time. The products aren’t “unprofitable”. They are unprofitable for 

both the distributor and the customer because of the way they are 

bought and sold by the two parties in which neither is doing the total 

buy-sell/uptime math involved. 
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In big product (skids and 50# cartons) warehouses, there is power 

equipment and order-picking vehicles. Can you see someone on a 

tugger going to pick another line item that sells for a $1.00 with a hefty 

60% margin rate. The 60 cents in margin won’t cover the $12/pick cost 

of running the warehouse will it? A Netflix “warehouse” is actually a 

trailer in which one person sitting can receive a thousand returned 

DVDs a day and “cross-dock” the popular DVD’s to outbound mail 

without leaving their seat. Clearly their cost for receiving, storage and 

picking is much less. How do you receive, store, pick and sell bits and 

pieces v. skids and cartons? You need a different supply chain model 

solution AND so does your customer for the very popular bits and 

pieces. 
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This slide and the next one cover a case study on a plumbing 

contractor who has 5 vans/technicians buying what they need for jobs 

as needed mostly at a distributor’s counter. The contractor had a “zero 

inventory” policy which was like a chef insisting on having all spices 

delivered as needed: a pinch, dash, teaspoon at a time. Simple, 

custom “spice racks” in the vans were co-created by the distributor and 

customer using the distributors pick data for the customer. Both parties 

got breakthrough economics and total purchases from the contractor 

increased by over 20%. Loser to a winner with 20% more: dynamic 

upside. And, what other distributor can have this type of conversation 

and solution with a contractor?  
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If you do “Value Exchange Management” with all of your big winning 

and losing customers, then the year over year improvements in the net 

profits of these accounts will show up very positively on your delta 

profit ranking reports ( which is one of 200+ tools in the Waypoint 

service). When Waypoint clients first look at this report, they typically 

have no idea why the accounts at the top and bottom or up or down so 

significantly.  
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Here are the results for a Waypoint client over two years. Notice that 

profits have gone from (red tail end) $500K in operating profit to (green 

tail end) $2.3M or almost 500% in 24 months. The tails have gotten 

shorter as big losers have become big winners on the head side of the 

whale AND giving the distributor much more share of account. 
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This slide and the next few are well explained in the YT clips. 
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All selling folks will have to watch YT clips 1:8-30 many times and then 

use the new concepts and terms while doing 4-View Analysis of all 

bigger customers to GET FLUENT. Once they do, they will be able to 

teach customers how to be better buyers so that both parties get 

breakthrough supply-chain benefits. 
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Supply Chain selling and buying is a mature concept which has yet to 

arrive in most independent distribution channels. Some channels have 

flipped, however, from sales reps and buyers checking prices to let’s 

get married and killed the others who didn’t make the switch causing 

massive distributor consolidation. The drug and grocery channels 

flipped in the ‘80s. The hospital supply channel flipped in the ‘90s.  

 

The biggest enabler is if one or both parties have supply chain math 

that reveals the big buy-sell process savings. Now distributors that 

have net-profit analytics with 4-View Analysis capability for big 

customers can spot the pockets to bathtub-full inefficiencies and do 

simple, corrective re-tunings.  
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Every distributor understands sneaking up margin percentages. This 

diagram and the next slide illustrate some of the tools which exist 

within Waypoint for “optimizing” margins at the individual item/customer 

level.  
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This slide and the next share some of the answers to distributors’ 

concerns about implementing a small-order program for growing, 

nowhere small customers. I would strongly recommend you go to my 

web site, click on the “article” tab and read article 4.11 to understand 

the 6 ways you increase profits by hiving off small customers from rep 

territories to give to a different service model division.  
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Distributors are guilty of selling too many different niches of customers 

with one general set of service metrics and one general service-model. 

They do this because they are egged on by manufacturers to do 

product promotions to get more sales volume. The false assumption is 

that all costs are fixed and any incremental margin dollars from sales 

growth will somehow get down to the bottom line: old-fashion 

economies of scale. These economies don’t exist. Look at the dead 

items in the warehouse and the tails of different whales for customers, 

SKUs and line-items. 80% of distributors costs are purely and 

proportionately variable with line item and order activity whether there 

is enough margin dollars in the line and order to cover the costs or not.  

 

The solution is “Nichonomics” which are touched on in the next 14 

slides. The youtuble playlist on Nichonomics is very comprehensive. 

Check them out! 
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This slide introduces the idea of teaching and selling supply chain math 

solutions. Fluency with these concepts is the key to turning lose-lose 

line-item activity with customers into win-win. Again, the youtube video 

clips are quite comprehensive on the material through slide 54. 
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This slide and the next outline the steps in the Net-Profit Analytics 

journey. Many distributors have done some sort of customer profitability 

ranking report (STEP 2) and then done nothing more. Watch YT 3:18 

to understand all that is required to get over the hurdles along the path 

to doubling your sales and quadrupling your profits with your big 

winning and losing accounts. 
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I’ve heard many easily answered objections to going “open book” except 

for this one. “Bruce, if I shared the numbers, most would be disappointed 

that the company isn’t doing better. And, I don’t know what else to tell 

them to do than what we did last year which is try-harder and fine-tune 

(as you say) the past. The only default, financial solution is to pay people 

less and work them harder which isn’t going to work.”  

 

So, what this and all distributors need is a new way of looking at and 

selling their customer base. Nichonomics and VEM powered by net-profit 

analytics offers a one-time, big upside profitable sales growth 

opportunity. At some point when a distributor has 50-80% of all of the 

niche profit pools they can capture, they will have a lot of free cash-flow 

and a lot of “let’s grow some more”, tiger employee power. Then, and 

only then, a distributor might think about “adjacency” (new market, 

acquisitions, etc.) opportunities. Otherwise, if you are mediocre at doing 

what you have been doing, don’t think you can get into someone else’s 

greener pastures. We don’t know what we don’t know about new spaces, 

and we will lose big time. 
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Because the Net-Profit Analytic Journey does require a lot of change, 

you will have to retune your corporate culture to support change. 

To better understand why and how to formally tune your corporate 

culture see playlist # 8 in the YT clips. This slide is covered in that 

playlist. 
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For really getting into the nitty-gritty of how to rebuild a high-

performance service culture, this is an overview slide for playlist 5 

which has 86 clips in it! 
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Odds are you are not the - CEO of your company; the founding 

entrepreneur; or an enlightened turnaround expert -  who can 

consciously rethink how you run your business with the catalytic 

insights and tracking/incentive support that comes from the Waypoint 

service. But, anyone can lead from the middle of the organization 

report by asking the right compelling questions and encouraging a 

widening circle of associates who actually want to make more money 

along with improving the economics for all stakeholders. I encourage 

you to use this slide show, the youtube video clips, waypoint webinars, 

demos, and Advance Profit Improvement Conferences 

(www.apicconference.com) to move your organization to breakthrough 

results for all.  
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